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1. Introduction 
EVITA is a tailor-made program to assist in translating the text content of 
Visio images embedded in a Microsoft Word (.doc) document. 
Without EVITA, a translator has to open each Visio image in the Word 
document, open all texts and translate them separately.  There is no way of 
automatically saving and retrieving the translated terms. 
With EVITA, the translator can import all the texts in all the Visio images in 
the document at the same time and then enter the translations in an easy-
to-use spreadsheet.  The results can be automatically saved in EVITA or in 
Trados. 
 
EVITA offers three ways to assist the translator: 
• Fully manual. Just type the translation in the appropriate column 
• Partly automatic, using the EVITA glossary functionality 
• Via Trados TagEditor 
Both the original texts and the translated texts are automatically saved in the 
document and are therefore later available for modification and proof 
reading. 
 
EVITA can also be used to translate standalone (.vsd) Visio files. 
 
EVITA supports any Latin script alphabet source and target language. The 
user interface is English. 
 
The examples given in this manual refer to translation from French into 
English.  
 

2. Requirements 
To run EVITA, the following applications must be installed. 
- Microsoft Office Excel 11  
- Microsoft Office Word 11 
- Microsoft Office Visio 11 or 12 
 
Other versions might work but are not tested. 
 
For the TagEditor functionality, Trados (6.5 and up) must be installed. 
 

3. Installation 

3.1 Copying 

The program is distributed as a .EXE file. 
First, copy the file EVITA.EXE file to a directory on your hard disk or network 
drive (preferably C:\Program Files\EVITA). 
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From there you can start EVITA.EXE. If you are running the trial version, a text 
box reminding you is displayed. 
When the count down is complete, click Close. The program will start 
automatically. If you want to order the program, click the “Mail the author” 
button. Upward Systems will then provide you with the full functionality. 
 
Macros must be enabled in Excel, Word and Visio.  

3.2 Trial version 

The trail version has full functionality, except: 
• It operates only 31 days. 
• All translated texts will be preceded and followed by a $. These will be 

removed when you open the file in a registered version. 
• The glossary cannot be saved. 

3.3 Purchase and register 

In order to purchase the program, go to www.upwardsystems.nl/buy. You 
will find all the information on how to purchase and register.  

4. Usage 

4.4 Start up 

To start EVITA, run EVITA.EXE. The program opens with this window: 
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4.5 Open file 

Click on "Open file to translate". A dialog box appears. The translator should 
specify the file to translate. 
 

4.6 Translation screen 

The translation screen (below) appears, (in Excel) 

 
 
Column A shows the original texts (in this case French).  Column B is for 
entering the translations. If this is the first time you open a Word/Visio file 
with EVITA, the English column contains only NYT (not yet translated) values 
(and possibly terms translated automatically). 
 
The translator enters translations in column B. 

4.7 Worksheet structure 

It is important to maintain the structure of the Translate worksheet. In other 
words, it is not allowed to insert rows or columns, delete parts of the 
worksheet, etc.  Sorting should be done with the buttons provided (see 4.10). 
 

4.8 Auto translate 

EVITA contains a glossary for automatic translation. Click on the Auto 
translate button: EVITA searches the glossary and replaces all possible NYT 
items with terms stored in the glossary. Auto translate can be set to happen 
automatically when opening a file. (See 6 Settings). 
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4.9 Numbers 

Auto translate translates numbers with decimal points and/or thousands 
separators according to the language standards. E.g. the French number 
12.345,6 becomes 12,345.6 in English. 
 
EVITA contains logic to separate numbers from texts. This means that if the 
translator has indicated that Machine 1 should be translated as Engine 1, 
EVITA automatically translates Machine 23 into Engine 23. 
The same applies to leading numbers. Thus if 100 ressorts is translated as 
100 springs, EVITA translates 500 ressorts into 500 springs. 
The glossary contains only the base word(s) without the numbers.  
 

4.10 Sort 

To sort, click the appropriate button: 

• ↓FR means sort according to the French text 

• ↓EN means sort according to the English text 

• ↓# means sort according to the image number (as in the document) 
 

4.11 Save 

Translations can be saved at any time by clicking on the Save button. All 
information (French and English texts) is saved in the original Word/Visio file. 
This means also that you do not have to translate all the Visio terms in one 
session. If you open the file again with EVITA, all the previously saved 
information is available. 
 

4.12 Close 

The Close button closes the Word file. The start up screen (4.1) is shown. 
 

4.13 Remove the source language information 

The source language information may be removed.  It is recommended to do 
this only after all texts have been translated and no more proofreading is 
required). Click the “Remove Info” button. All the target texts become source 
texts, and the source becomes NYT. Be careful with this functionality as all 
the source language information is lost!  
 

4.14 Edit the glossary 

The Glossary can be reviewed or edited. In the Excel view, click on the 
Glossary worksheet tab: 
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The glossary consists of two columns (like the Translate sheet): a source 
column (A) and a target column (B). 
 
The glossary will be updated every time, Auto translate is clicked. The 
glossary will also be updated when Save is clicked (under the standard 
settings). 
A term can only occur once in the source column (taken from the latest 
update). 
 
The glossary may be imported or exported with the standard Excel 
functionality. 

4.15 Working with Trados TagEditor 

The translator can choose to work in Trados TagEditor. 
 
• In EVITA, click on the TagEditor button. Trados TagEditor opens. Use 

TadEditor in the usual way to translate and save terms.  When translation is 
complete, control returns to EVITA. It is important to save text translated 
in TagEditor in the same file as the source. EVITA issues a warning: 

 

 
 
• Control will be passed to TagEditor. 
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• Translate all texts in TagEditor 
• Save the result in the same file name 
• Close TagEditor 
 

4.16 Working on open Word documents 

Preferably, handle the translation of Visio images on their own, before 
opening the document in Word. 
 
However, EVITA can also handle Visio objects in a Word document that is 
already open. In this case, a warning message appears: 
 

 
 
In this case, the correct procedure to finish work is: 
• Save in Word 
• Close the Word document 
• Click Save in EVITA 
• Click Close in EVITA 
 
To see the finished Word document, open the document in Word. 
 

5. Keyboard shortcuts 
Working in the Translate sheet, EVITA supports a number of keyboard 
shortcuts  
 
Ctrl+A Auto translate 
Ctrl+T TagEditor translation 
Ctrl+N Changes English text on current line(s) in NYT 
Ctrl+O Changes English text on current line(s) with French text 
Ctrl+Q Close 
Ctrl+S Save 
 

6. Settings 
The Settings worksheet contains various settings. A typical settings sheets 
looks like this: 
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Search Folder 
This is the place where EVITA starts to look for a file.  
If the search folder is not found, EVITA starts in C:\ 
 
Update search folder when the file is opened 
If this field is checked (with an x), the search folder is automatically updated 
after you have specified a file. Uncheck it only if you think you will always 
want to access from one location. 
 
Auto translate when the file is opened 
If checked (with an x), auto translation is applied upon opening a file 
(recommended setting).  
 
Update glossary when the file is saved 
If checked (with an x), the glossary is updated when saving a file 
(recommended setting). 
 
Type of document preference 

If Word/Visio is specified, the open file dialogue shows the Word files by 
default. Visio files can be selected by choosing the corresponding file type. 
If Visio/Word is specified, Visio is the default. 
 
Source language 
Used in headers and the translation of decimal points and thousands 
separators. 
 
Target language 
Used in headers and the translation of decimal points and thousands 
separators. 
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TagEditor file 
This specifies the TagEditor name (without a path). This is nearly always 
TagEditor.exe 
 
TagEditor folder 
This specifies the folder where TagEditor is located on your computer, for 
example: C:\Program Files\TRADOS\T65_FL\TT\ . 
EVITA searches in all subfolders if the file is not found in the specified folder. 
This means that the user can also specify C:\Program Files\TRADOS\ . 
EVITA updates the location of the directory automatically.  
 
Warning at startup of TagEditor 
By default, EVITA issues a warning just before TagEditor is called. By setting 
this parameter to blank, the warning is suppressed. This is the recommended 
setting for experienced users. 
 

7. EVITA support 
 
For support and hotline assistance, e-mail to support@upwardsystems.nl 
 

 
 


